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I practice giving CPR on the anniversary of  9/11
Emily Mather
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and I feel ridiculous
shouting at a face that is eyeless
and hairless and boneless— hey,
are you okay— so I choose to morph this face
into you. My mother, my sister, my
friend of  the family for however long it’s been
since we first heard our name
           on your lips, breathless
lips, lips inhaling confusion and exhaling burn
as the heart of  the tower gapes, heaving
ash, but you are unresponsive— what
do you do? Press the sternum
until you hear a click. One...two—
                      someone screams
on the TV and someone else on the street because they
weren’t expecting that, no weren’t expecting
that, so how do we explain
something we’ve never seen before, like the puncture
of  plane against ribcage, hands invading room after room
after room of  people who didn’t know today
was the day they would find themselves
gasping, fading, compressing— twenty-eight...
twenty-nine...thirty. Head-tilt, chin-
                      lift, breathe,
breathe— your chest rises with a click, falls, rises,
falls and sticks. I breathe into your plastic mouth
until my head turns to light
and smoke and there are spots like debris
falling down the air, and I imagine the sky
                behind you
as blue paint, as all the people who meant to kiss you
good morning raising their blue hands to catch you. Stop
compressions if  someone else arrives to take over, if  there is
an obvious sign of  life, if  you
become too exhausted to continue, if
the scene becomes unsafe.
                  I cannot rip
my gaze from your sister-face, mother-
face, friend-face, and I affix your face to other
bodies too, to falling bodies because I need
to know what it means to see a shadow that could be
the person you love deciding— because
it must be done— to jump.
                Your face
becomes ash, becomes plastic— press until
you hear a click— and I imagine breaking
your ribs because they say
this is what must be done. I find
                    I am not afraid to save you.
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// Reagan Peluso Eros 



setting down to it

4             

We need to talk. 
 Obviously. 
Yeah….
 Well, what’s going on?
It’s a lot. 
 I have a lot of  time. 
Good…

She paused and the August night closed in and filled the silence with cicadas and crickets and distant thunder sounding the 
upward reaching depths of  the heavens.

…I’ve been through a lot this year. You know that better than most. And I haven’t treated you very well either. There was the whole November 
thing, and then in the spring, and when summer started, well, I don’t really know. It’s been weird. 
 Yeah it has. 
Yeah…and I’m sorry about that. I didn’t really know what was happening. A slow fade, you know? Just a distance starting and staying, between 
us. 
 Yeah I feel it. 
I know, and I’m sorry. It’s taken me a year to get to this point. My mind goes in circles, over and over and over, and I can’t communicate it well. I 
just get hung up you know? Like…well I don’t know. 
 So…?
Well, we got close fast last year. Really fast. Faster than I have ever gotten close. And it was good…until it wasn’t. I got scared. 
 I scared you?
No, not you. Me. I scared me. My deepest feelings, fears, you knew them and stayed anyway, and…I don’t know, you know? It scared me that I 
was feeling. And I thought you might have been getting…closer, you know, so I shut down. 
 Yeah, you did. 
And I’m sorry. 
 And I forgave you. 
I know. I’m still sorry though. I thought you were getting closer than friends and I shut you out, which wasn’t right, I know. I don’t know what I 
was thinking…I was scared. 
 Like I said, I understand. 
Yeah, and you stuck around, which I don’t get. I don’t know….

She was silent then, chin cradled in her long lithe hand, body curled up over her crossed legs in the Adirondack chair, 
staring out with wide eyes under her beat up ball cap. She was preparing. Then she burst.

I resented you. You didn’t get angry. You never did. You collected my feelings and struggles and fears and you brought them up again and again 
and again and I felt betrayed because you get close like that with everyone and I thought that it was special between us. So I was angry and scared 
and I didn’t know what to do or how to feel or how to say what I felt so I cut you out and…. Yeah. I treated you badly and shut down…I didn’t 
want…I don’t know. You started dating her and I thought what we had was special and then I saw it slipping away. And I got angry, but I 
didn’t want to, so I got scared again. 

She was silent again, and I was out of  breath. The heat of  the night crept all around me but I didn’t feel anything but 
iciness, pouring from her body and spirit and mind, all needles of  chill directed at me.

 Wow. That’s a lot.
I’m sorry….
 Don’t be sorry. I understand. Well I don’t understand. But I forgive you. 
Yeah…I figured you’d say that. 
 Well, yeah, of  course I’m going to say that. 

George Scott
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I just don’t get it. Why can’t you just be angry? Or hurt? Or upset?
I am hurt. But I stopped giving my anger power. I know you want me to be angry. You want justification for the 
treatment you have given me, and I won’t give it to you. Your feelings don’t need to be justified. You are entitled to 
your feelings. 

Yeah, but I feel bad about them. 
Well…you shouldn’t feel bad for feeling, only what you do about the feelings. And, well, what you did… isn’t the 
greatest. But I am not angry. I’m hurt, I’m sad. But I won’t be angry. 

We sat there and the pulse of  the insect noise waved over us like so much velvet on the hot air, rippling around the tension 
hung in between us by the expectation of  punishment and the refusal to deliver. I sighed, looking up to the dusky sky full to 
the bursting with red and pink and grey.

 Well, where does that put us?
What do you mean?
 Obviously there’s this…block, between us. 
Yes. 

And I don’t want to fix, because you’ve told me you don’t want that and I get it. But this is impacting us, and I 
won’t let it impact the others. 

No, it shouldn’t. 
 Right. So what do I need to do? Or not do. 
I don’t know. I don’t feel like this when you aren’t here. 
 So…I need to go? 
Yes, I think so.
 For how long?
I don’t—
 You’re right, that isn’t fair. I can’t put a time limit on it. 
Yeah. 
 So, just, I don’t know…no one on one? 
Yeah. 
 Ok. 
Ever again. 
 Ok. 

I stood. I slipped my sandals on. I stretched my arms up above my head, reaching for help, reaching for the words to say.

 I love you, you know that? 
I know. 

Do you? I don’t think you do. I care. That’s why I bring things up again and again. I don’t collect. I care and 
I check in. That’s all. I need you to know that. It’s because I care. There was a time that I thought there was 
something more between us. But I knew you were uncomfortable so I shut that down fast. I was only honest with 
you…always. I only ever cared…always. It hurts that you put all this on me, but I get it, I do. It’ll be ok. Can I hug 
you?

Yes. 

I wrapped my arms around her. I felt her tension, like always, pulling away from me to somewhere I couldn’t see, couldn’t 
understand, somewhere deep in her mind where I was the villain. No, not that. Somewhere where I was a friend that was 
more than a friend, somewhere where I was close but not too close, somewhere perfect. Somewhere not here. 

 I care about you. I’ll give you the space you need, even though it hurts me and I don’t understand. 
Thank you.  

I let her go. She pulled away so quickly that I was cut again, a physical manifestation of  the verbal and emotional distance 
that had been forced between us, polarizing us, fracturing us. 
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 Good night. 
Good night. 

I walked away, hands in pockets. My head erect and carriage easy, I walked down the steps from the portico to the lawn 
and straight down the walk into the twilight. I didn’t look back because I didn’t want her to see the tears in my eyes and 
the quivering sneer on my lips. The cicadas droned on and on and on. They drowned out my sobs. 

Sunset at Ford // Austin Brooks
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i’ve never wanted something more
than to be able to show you what it’s like
to ride in a car with an aux cord 
and your favorite playlist on repeat.
imagine every song you’ve ever wanted to hear
all grouped together. without having to change
the cd every twelve minutes and forty-five seconds.
you could hear about bonnie and clyde 
immediately after the boy who works at the candy store
or even rob macdunn.
you could picture jamaica’s new moon
over clachan’s croft, 
or a flat-top box
that calls saginaw home.
you could hide from clifton clowers
in the mountains near muskogee.
i could show you that texarkana 
is really just south of
colby, kansas.
because the fightin side of  me wants 
to fly to you on silver wings,
but all the lucky stars couldn’t
bring me to your home on
God’s celestial shore.
 
if  i could only fly, 
or if  i had windy’s stormy eyes,
— maybe i could see you again

a playlist for you

Emma Rasmussen
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Dionea muscipula

Shannon Rainey

You catch more flies
with honey than with vinegar—
and Honey,
she tastes like nectar. She’s
a soft white bloom
with no patience for
honeybees. She craves
the beetles, the spiders,
the ants too small to notice,
the low-life terrestrial insects
lurking in swampy muck
who can’t resist her
hidden center, fleshy and pink.
She’s dying out, no longer wild
but cultivated
for the enjoyment of  a swarm
of  little boys who like to force
themselves into her mouth, to trick her
into snapping at their sticky fingers.
It’s happened one too many times, and
She’s tired, ready to burn it all
and grow back from the ashes
of  herself, ready to bite back at the boys
with their honeyed words.
It’s no wonder they named
a carnivorous flower
after the goddess of  love:
the daughter of  Dione,
ready to consume the moment
anyone gets too close.
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Eve in the Garden of  Glasgow // Emily Saunders
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 “As the world decays beneath us, the sunsets will get prettier; for while we face our own ruin, we will at least have 
something to marvel at.” I don’t know exactly how this sentence got stuck in my brain. Maybe some poem I read in a past 
life or a dream sequence? Or maybe I just came up with it. Honestly, I hope I did because, whenever I think it, it makes 
me feel like fucking Shakespeare or Nietzsche. Or both. But regardless, here I lie, mostly-naked 
on my back porch clutching a mug of  stale sangria, silently chatting with the night sky about the 
tragic magnificence of  ruin or whatever. The wood is itchy and gives me splinters through my 
underwear, but I never do feel like fixing it. It’ll rot away in time, plus my home-improvement-
apathy will fulfill some colony of  termites’ bacchanalian fantasy, so I guess for now I’ll be okay 
with it. 
 Honestly, I kind of  enjoy these little pity-party evenings, especially when it’s pitch black 
and warm enough to sit outside in my underwear unbothered. You’d be afraid the neighbors 
would see, or maybe even ne’er-do-wells walking through the alley, wouldn’t you? Such is life. 
Either way, it’s easy enough to convince myself  I’ll evaporate the next time another human being 
lays eyes on me. You know, my therapist Craig tells me I tend to spiral, to just implode into this Kafkaesque-maudlin-
disaster side of  myself. I guess he could have a point there. But God it’s such a shame to think about how neurotypicals 
don’t see such pretty stars. Sometimes I can’t help but look up at them and wonder if  there are aliens, and what would they 
think of  my bra, and if  they’d even have a telescope big enough to notice it’s missing the little blue bow on the left strap. 
I don’t want to think about aliens thinking about my tits, though, like they’re some sort of  peeping toms from lightyears 
away. 
 Something else I’ve been thinking about, besides aliens and termites and the places my underwear cover, is that 
we all have strange little ways we cope. We all cope because, in the end, the game of  life only deals tricky hands. But 
what’s funny is I could’ve sworn I had a royal flush. For so long it felt like I had this incredible stroke of  beginner’s luck, 
that I doubled down in the right round and my jackpot was beauty: sweet, pure, unadulterated beauty that took the form 
of  a towheaded angel named Emily. She compared me to the sun and I truly believed it; I wish I could still believe I was 
something life-giving and ethereal and beautiful. You know, I bet she can watch her favorite movie without thinking of  me 
anymore. Or drive to the next town over without having to squeeze her eyes shut the whole time. I bet she doesn’t worry 
about finding someone else to call her sun. But such is life. The world continues to turn, I continue to gamble with the 
game of  life, and we all continue to cope.
 At first glance, I bet you’d think my coping mechanism is getting wine-drunk in my backyard and lamenting to 
the stars about being a spurned sapphic. But at second glance you’d notice my bug collection, staked down in obsessive, 
uniform rows like crucified soldiers. See, I’ve always heard you can tell that someone is sick- like truly and wholly 
depraved- by if  they killed little animals or had an obsession with death when they were a kid. I don’t think I’m nearly the 
same though. These framed Gaian masterpieces are a way to turn pain, heartbreak into a pursuit of  beauty- not some 
twisted serial killer starter kit. Bug collecting is such a normal hobby that they even have a word for it: entomology. People 
even study it. My coping may be unconventional, but I assure you it’s not some secret manifestation of  sociopathy- and 

even if  it was, the lives I’m taking are so insignificant in the grand scheme of  things. Really it’s 
exactly like shoplifting, except instead of  pocketing $2.99 convenience store lipsticks, I’m stealing 
from a world that has done nothing but steal good things from me. You know, it’s not even morbid 
either; you don’t see any last breaths or life drawn out of  them or anything. It’s just that one minute 
they’re scouting the cylindrical glass walls of  mason jars, and the next they aren’t. 

            My brain is soup circling a sink drain, a whirlpool of  coping and bugs and heartbreak and 
stars. Craig tells me to focus on the stars when I start to spiral but, for some reason, at this moment 
there is only darkness. There aren’t even any perverse aliens or gluttonous termites to distract me, 
nothing but the delicate gait of  a moth parading my bare thigh. She’s beautiful, a misty seafoam 

color. Emily’s favorite color. I bet the fruity smell of  wine attracted her. In my heart of  hearts, I know I should let this 
fragile creature go, that she isn’t the answer, that she doesn’t deserve this. I know I could sit here and count my breaths 
until the stars return, until I can drink in her beauty without the selfish compulsion to take it for myself. But she’s rare and 
lovely and my heart is aching for something- anything- good. And I’m doing her a favor. She doesn’t belong this far north; 
her life would be snuffed out by the cold otherwise, without any pomp or ritual in her final moments. This will not be 

Something to Marvel At

Morgan Thoem
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wholly pure or noble, but I can convince myself  it is. I have to convince myself  it is.
 I don’t know when my tears started or how long I’ve been standing here, in the dappled basement light, with a jar 
in one clammy hand and Emily’s moth caged in the other. I hope I didn’t squeeze her too tight, I always have to remind 
myself  not to, so I don’t crumple their wings. I’ve never thought about it like this before, but all these jars are really just 
bug coffins, big see-through replacements for burial sites technically. I think about that this time though, watching hands 
that are barely my own transfer the featherweight green amorphous blob from sweaty palm to glass. In my soup-brain 
swirls her face, her eyes, her name on my lips as I slip the chloroform-soaked cotton ball into the mason jar. For Emily. 
For Emily. She’s heaving herself  against the glass, denting the lid with some unknowable, peculiar strength; it’s not usually 
this violent, but I know she’s putting on a show. For me. For Emily. When I hug the jar closer to my chest, I can feel my 
heartbeat align with the rhythm of  her frantic spasms. The basement wall is frigid against my back and I know this is the 
chill she would’ve felt, that would’ve killed her eventually. I’m doing a favor: for her; for Emily; for me.
 Two jars throw themselves from shelves right above the crown of  my head, but this cacophony feels unreal, feels 
like it’s traveling through a mile-long tunnel before reaching my ears. Six beetles, two eastern swallowtails, and a cloud 
of  glass shards now adorn the concrete near my toes, a stained-glass mosaic of  murdered bugs and poor coping skills. It 
would be easiest to blame it on my back shaking the wall, but more follow in a chilling symphony of  shatters. One after 
another, all of  these jars of  bugs are obliterating themselves, unprovoked, into a mass grave on my basement floor. I want 
to scream. Not because of  the startling noise, but because this was my beauty: mine to have and preserve and enshrine, 
to distract me from the beauty, the love that I lost. Or that was never mine. But even this I’m losing, because the world 
cannot let me have one good thing, one moment of  solace or respite. Because I’m not the one that’s sick and twisted, it’s 
this fucking Earth. There is nothing wrong with this, I am just coping, taking from the world which has 
taken from me. I just want something else living and breathing to feel the pain I have felt, some other 
existence, no matter how small, to commiserate with. I’ve never been one for religion or spirituality or 
higher powers, but if  mother nature is truly a living thing, part of  me hopes this one hurts her the most. 
 Still gripping the jar like a bible, I think about this moth brushing my leg, like an omen from 
Emily. I think about how ephemeral her beautifully meaningless life is and how monstrous my warm, 
pulsing being is in comparison. I think about how tonight feels different from most nights, almost like 
I have angered something ancestral, something deeply woven in the fabric of  this dull world. From 
upstairs, there’s even more chilling shatter; then, a beating, thumping, low humming, like the collective 
heartbeat of  all my insectile victims. The rubble begins to squirm and writhe at my feet, in some nightmarish, truly 
Frankenstein act of  reanimation. This is horrific. Enthralling. My dilapidated heart is bewitched by the life being reborn 
from this purposeful ruin, and yet some primal impulsion screams at me to move. I have no idea what awaits me upstairs, 
but my other option is to stay here and figure out what revenge these bugs plan to enact upon me. My feet catch on the 
groaning staircase, I can’t tell if  I’m going up or down. All conventions of  reality have been forgotten- rules of  gravity 
included. Somehow I’m lying down, maybe on a bed, maybe on the back patio, maybe I never left the basement. The 
world is bending and distorting around me, and I can’t remember if  I’m clothed or not, if  the stars are still out, if  the 
aliens ever did see my bra. But I do know that finally my pain has been inflicted; finally it has been recognized by some 
elusive, life-giving force.
 Their humming is closer, just outside my door. Cecropia moths, June bugs, and mourning cloaks beat the drywall 
like some ritual drum circle, a warning call before flooding the crack above the floor. It feels like I’m watching from outside 
my own body when they force open my mouth and fill my throat, nest in my hair, drown my ears in their low din. Yet I’m 
still tethered to reality, only barely, only enough to realize the cool glass of  the mason jar is missing from my arms: it’s in 
shards, littering the hardwood beneath my bed frame. And right in the roar of  crashing glass and humming bugs, Emily’s 
moth floats from the ruins of  her failed coffin to land on the tip of  my nose. Then all is quiet. My chest will barely rise 
anymore, like I’m trying to breathe through dirt, through loam, through the deepest underbelly of  our rocky planet. I 
could’ve sworn I heard Mother Earth whispering something to me, cackling at this retribution she’s inflicted. The moth 
still rests on my nose, I cross my eyes to meet hers. It’s impossible to tell what emotion lies behind those pinhead shards of  
onyx. But I know that she watches as I take my last breath, sucked in through fibers of  moth wings and skeletal casings of  
beetles. Beneath her, my life- my world- is decaying. I am not backlit by any sunsets. In the reflection of  her beady eyes, it’s 
as if  I can finally see clearly: this whole time I have been preparing to face this ruin I have created. My own ruin. And with 
every bit of  coping, each coffin-like jar and picture frame prison, I have just been giving myself  something to marvel at. I 
guess it worked. 
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I Wrote a Song About You
Abigail Stallings

It’s been one hell of a year
Don’t know what I’m doing here
But I don’t want to disappear anymore

I know that I ran away
But you’re convincing me to stay
My independence had thrown that thought away before

I never thought that I would hate to sleep alone
But now I see in you the only song I thought I’d known

I think I’ve written this song before
Is it still worth fighting for?
I didn’t feel the words I wrote until I saw what I was missing
My favorite word has new meaning now
I think that I only figured out
You’re my serendipity
And I’ve already written a song about you

Not sure if I’ll be enough
You showed me I’m not too much
How was I so out of touch with myself?

Don’t let me come on too strong
I for sure don’t know how long this will last
So please tell me if I’m wrong but I think this is moving anywhere but too fast

I’ve only ever been inspired by my broken heart
For writing words of peace and comfort
You are surely a start

I think I’ve written this song before
Is it still worth fighting for?
I didn’t feel the words I wrote until I saw what I was missing
My favorite word has new meaning now
I think that I only figured out
You’re my serendipity
And I’ve already written a song about you

I wish that you knew your worth
What joy in me you’ve unearthed and I never knew
That I hadn’t found the meaning
I wrote a song I didn’t have a clue
I wrote a song about you

Listen here: https://ramifications.berry.edu
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// Alexandra SaputoAsterie
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the longest lie.
Kayla Slack

when the east wind began
to lie, in ruins, heavily upon,

we at least will be a people of
truth-lovers and lie-haters

you must lie on the bed which
you have made for yourself

in thy lie-consuming mirror,
sometimes the joke, or the lie told,
makes up the better part of the occasion

he holds many profound truths,
but is quite unable to see how they
lie to each other

but let us view these truths with
closer eyes, and trace them through the
prospect as it lies

there lies your way,
but my humor lyes another way

the bees settle outside the hive,
to lie out, to lie up in lavender

why don’t we sit down and
lie to one another?

–comprised of entries from the Oxford English Dictionary on “lie”
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Hey Black Woman
Rebekah Rowe

Hey black woman 
Do you know that you’re oh so capable
And with your mind (you) dream the unbreakable

Hey black woman 
do you know that you’re not mean
Don’t have to try so hard to be seen 
Because you are nothing short of a queen
From you regality just beams

Hey black woman 
Do you know that you’re abundant but rare
Give the greatest care
And have such beeeaaautiful hair

Hey black woman
Do you know what you’re worth
What you’re truly worth
What’s been given to you from birth
What you bring to the earth

Hey black woman
Do you know how far you can go
That no one has seen or heard how much you know

Wake up black woman!! Hey black woman! Wake up

(Inspired by Countee Cullen’s “Hey Black Child”)
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// Breanna CartwrightTarot Card Cups



Words of  the Innocent
Alyssa Prather
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My world is no longer butterflies and rainbows
No longer do I look up to those in blue
No longer do I trust the authority I’m told will protect me
How can I?

“I didn’t even do nothing.”- Sam DuBose

How can I?
When there are humans killed for
Buying snacks
Walking home
Having a mental illness
Wait...no
It’s the color of their skin
That gives them a death sentence.

“What are you following me for?”- Trayvon Martin

How can I?
When I am surrounded by guns
All pointed in the direction of an innocent man
Who wants to see his family
One. Last. Time.

“Why’d you shoot me?”- Kendrec McDade

How can I?
When protesters are called thugs
And teargassed
As gun toting rioters are called very good people
By a leader with over 25 sexual assault accusations

“It’s not real.”- John Crawford

How can I?
As we get closer to civil war
And I remember the history I was raised on.
I refuse to be silent.
Will you kneel on my neck too?

“I can’t breathe.”- George Floyd
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// Mia Destiny IrizarryBeautiful Boy



Earth’s Echo
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1.

Wind-up frogs, wooden lungs
coiled taut, croak in clipped,
staccato crescendos,
highest notes snapping
off, twig-like, from the
dawn-dimmed heads

of  longleaf  pines,
whose needles tousle and fan
like the ruff of  an owl,
wafting their prickling scent.

Submerged in silver ponds,
cloistered in high canopy,
the treefrogs sing.

As the branches glow with gray,
tinted by sleepy blue
sunlight, the trunks bend,
near-bald and tall, parceled
into brown diamonds,

leaning to whisper
frond-rustling rumors.
Their murmur is like a distant

stranger hidden in columns of  conifer.
A voice, a zephyr in the treetops—
felt, but faceless.

2.

Each echo streams
from unseen source, a song
rolling underground,
where fungal filaments
web with white from piercing
tendrils, like static,

like muted thunder
shooting jasmonate and phosphorus
from root to root—

living language I long
to touch, but should
not grasp.

Noah J. Guthrie
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3.

In other forests,
draconic fires whirl
up the trunks, scarlet
on charcoal—splitting, digging
down, as though to rip out
the earth’s throat.

Let a spark of whispering filament
escape, hoarded deep,
untouched, in the ground.
Whatever hidden thunder
stirs the soil
to root and branch,

let a spark remain,
curling gold in charred humus
to nurse its embryonic glow.

 // Timothy BelinInterlaken 
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4AM
Sam Perry

When I’m crying all night long 
I see you’ve got your nightgown on
While I’m driving down 
the interstate
Wide awake at 4AM
Wide awake at 4AM

When I’m damning all existence
I see you standing in the kitchen
Commanding that my happiness be simple
With a pencil in your hand
Wide awake at 4AM
Writing late at 4AM

Seas will rise and they will hide the cities built by man
The embers will turn ash and then they’ll blow away on wind
The apple seed that you spit out will grow through the house
That you grew up in
And the last page will be through at 4AM
And the last train will be due at 4AM

The lamppost with a broken arm
Will dance to the air raid alarm
The bombs will fall and rain will fill the craters
And later will be wine at 4AM
and you’ll ask the time at 4AM

You and me will see what’s left
When even rodents flee the wreck
The best of  all the worthless wasteland few
And I’ll dance with you at 4AM
I’m stranded here past due at 4AM

Seas will rise and they will hide the cities built by man
The embers will turn ash and then they’ll blow away on wind
The apple seed that you spit out will grow through the house
That you grew up in
And I’ll speak to you at 4AM
I’m weak and I’m past due at 4AM

I say perfection lies ahead
You say that’s what you thought I’d said
I say I’m fine the way I am 
To you
Everything seems true at 4AM
Everything seems true at 4AM

Yesterday you did love me
And now you say I guess we’ll see
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And I can be your memory’s 
to haunt
I want to be with you at 4AM
Even this seems true at 4AM

Seas will rise and they will hide the cities built by man
The embers will turn ash and then they’ll blow away on wind
The apple seed that you spit out will grow through the house
That you grew up in
And the last page will be through at 4AM
Everything seems true at 4AM
And I’ll speak to you at 4AM 
And the last sheet will be due at 4AM
I’m wide awake at 4AM

// Shannon RaineyCaterpillar Grass 

Listen here: https://ramifications.berry.edu
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Frog Song
Gene McCoy

 Momma always said a devil lived in the swamp, and that she worshiped Him. She said that He was kind, that He 
once granted her a big favor. Every night, momma would lock herself in her room and pray to Him, and when she came 
out the frogs would chant. Some nights, when the frogs would croak and sing, she’d tell me that was how she knew He was 
watching over us. The deepest I’ve slept were the nights I heard the frogs singing outside my window as momma read me 
her bible.
 One night, as the frogs were singing my lullaby extra loud, momma came into my room, climbed into my bed 
and held me close. She said she’d finally paid off her debt to Him. She explained that after days of searching deep in the 
heart of the swamp, she found Him and made a deal to have me. I was the one thing in the world she wanted more than 
anything, but no matter how hard she tried or prayed she couldn’t. She wept and said she loved me, but after she finished 
the frogs stopped singing.
 The next few days, momma tried praying again but the frogs never sang. The whole swamp got quiet around us. 
We never heard a bird’s call or a gator’s hiss in the distance, and the silence made momma scared. She almost burned 
herself cooking and was slow to respond to anything I said, if she said anything. Whenever she wasn’t working, she sat in 
her rocking chair and clutched her bible. I was scared for her and asking her about it only made her look right through 
me, like she was looking through fog trying to find a spirit.
 One day momma and I were washing our hands in the river that led into the swamp before supper. She’d been 
silent the last few hours and I watched her as she slowly scrubbed her hands in the moving water. Her knees rested on 
the edge of the bank, her eyes gazing into the river, seeing nothing and everything all at once. I stood up and had started 
back to the house when I heard she’d stopped washing her hands. I turned around to see her standing, looking across the 
river and into the deepest part of the swamp. The twilight sky made the darkness of the swamp an abyss, and momma 
started walking towards it. She was waist deep in the water before I called out for her. As I ran back to the bank I saw her 
drop and disappear beneath the surface. I screamed to her when her head popped back up, thrashing her arms and trying 
to stay above as she gasped for air. She turned to me, the blankness in her eyes replaced with fear, and then acceptance. 
She stopped flailing, and I saw her sink for the last time. The scream I let out almost crushed my lungs, begging the river 
to stop. My cries echoed off the trees across the bank as they cut through the air and over the rushing water. The river 
kept flowing, forgetting it had swallowed momma at all.
 My knees sank into the muddy bank. I couldn’t go in and save her. Momma couldn’t swim, and she never taught 
me how. I cried and screamed until I shook. As hours passed, the sun sank below the sky and the darkness of the swamp 
engulfed me. When I couldn’t cry anymore, I realized the sounds of the swamp had returned. Birds cried and crickets 
chirped, but from deep within the swamp I heard the frogs again. I looked downriver. It flowed into the swamp’s heart, 
beyond the marshes and wetlands. The frogs’ song came from there, and they were calling for me, urging me to follow.
 I made it back into the clearing where our home was. My tears had dried on my face by the time stumbled 
through the door and into the kitchen. My stomach growled, and I ate the charred moccasin momma made. I’d killed it 
the day before. It’d slithered its way to the house and was creeping on momma as she dug through our garden. I’d seen it 
before it got too close, grabbed the machete by the door and chopped the head off. The fire under it had gone out hours 
ago and left it cold, but I ate it anyways. I couldn’t go into the swamp unless I was ready. After eating what was mine, 
I wrapped momma’s in a cloth to eat later. I grabbed the machete from beside the door and took one look back inside. 
Momma’s bible sat on her chair, but I couldn’t bring it with me. I turned my head back and left.
 The sky no longer held any sunlight, only the pale moon above me hanging full. I walked my way back to the 
river. It ran into the deepest parts of the swamp. Even if I wandered away from the water, all I had to do was listen for the 
frogs. They’d carry me where I needed to go, all the way to Him. He was gonna help me get momma back.
 My feet knew the first part of the way by heart. Momma would walk me down the river when I was young, and 
I walked it myself when I got old enough. She told me to never go too far out, the swamp was dangerous. In the deep 
and forgotten marshes, the gators infested the waters and waited for their prey. Stories of men being eaten and only their 
bones being found kept me up many nights. Even if the gators didn’t get you, the panthers could take you apart as fast on 
land. They took to the trees, cloaked by the night sky. The only hint you’d get was a growl or, if you got lucky, you’d see 
their eyes shine through the dark before you were too close.
 At least an hour passed before I felt the dirt below my feet become muddy and saw the trees around me grow 
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thinner. When I stepped on it, the grass pushed out water that curled around my toes. The flowing of the river grew 
louder as it split and gave way to marshy waters off its branch. It started to curve, too, telling me to turn with it so I could 
go further in. Where the branch started was shallow enough for me to cross with ease. Stones stabbed at my feet, but 
the water here didn’t go far past my knee. The quickness of the stream caught me off guard, but I forced myself to keep 
balanced. A little after crossing, I felt the wetland begin. The land was saturated and muddy, making it harder to cross. 
Following the river was more difficult now, but I could still hear the frogs in the distance. Crossing the small wet patches 
was easy, but they only got deeper as I went.
 When the water of the swamp came above my waist, I heard the hiss. My body froze, the shrill, piercing stab 
could make your bones grow cold. You can’t stop with gators though, and you didn’t wanna be in the water with them, 
so I kept moving. I was holding the leftover moccasin high above my head as I waded through. It slowed me down, but 
I couldn’t let it get wet. The water broke far to my left, telling me something had crawled in. I didn’t know where the 
nearest bank was, but I knew I had to get there soon. I trod the water hard, my bare feet dug into the weeds and earth 
below and I fought my instinct to lower my arms to sprint. The splashing water around me made it harder to hear the 
gator closing in, but I knew it was there. When it brushed a log about forty feet away, the quiet knock of the wood rang 
like a bell in my ears. It told me I didn’t have time.
 A few steps later I could feel the incline of the bank begin to rise. My pounded in my ears, the water sloshing with 
each step I took blurred my mind. The gator wasn’t far behind. I grabbed the machete from around my belt and used it 
to cut open the cloth. What was left of the moccasin spilled out and hit the water behind me. Only a second after it hit 
the surface, the gator struck. Its jaws speared out from the water. The charred meat vanished before it crashed its jaws 
down with a snap that could crush bone. I tripped and stumbled my way onto the land. My lungs caving as I collapsed 
on the muddy earth. Looking back, I saw the water still rippling. From the center, I saw the slit eyes of the gator, pure 
evil watching me, daring me to come back into the water. It sank back down, unblinking eyes locked with mine until they 
vanished beneath the murky water.
 I laid on the bank and tried to shake my thoughts away from my near death. The gator was gone, but I could still 
feel those evil eyes taunting me, warning me of what would happen if I went back in. As my heart settled and my chest 
eased, my breath returned to normal. My ears found the river, the stream flowed by me and I could hear the frogs singing 
even louder. The croaks let me know I was getting closer.
 After a while I stood back up and grabbed the machete from beside me. Not having the moccasin would leave 
me hungry, but I could survive without eating. As I made my way deeper into the swamp, the land under my feet became 
dryer and the trees thickened out until I came to more solid oaks. The water dripping off my body left me cold and 
shivering, but I needed to keep going.
 Twigs crunched underneath my feet and the sounds of the swamp surrounded me. The song of the frogs in 
my ears made my eardrums resonate along with them. Like a siren’s call pulling me closer, my only thoughts were the 
enchantment of the swamp’s sounds. I don’t know much time passed, but I knew I was getting closer to the swamp’s 
heart and closer to Him. The spell broke when, from above, a branch creaked. My eyes shot up and darted between the 
branches of the cocoon of trees above me until I saw the reflection of the moonlight in the glare of a pale eye. The panther 
had set its sight on me, a hunter spotting its prey.
 Running wouldn’t do me any good. Cats love to chase, no matter their size. I readied the machete, pulling it from 
my waist and inching my way to the other side of the trees. If it lost sight of me, I could make my way past and beyond 
to where the river ran into the swamp’s heart. When I’d made it behind the trees and didn’t see the glint of the panther’s 
eyes, my progress slowed as I avoided stepping on the fallen branches and leaves. I heard the cat make its way down from 
the tree, the soft thump of its paws landing on the ground told my ears it was searching for me. It was hungry, but so 
was I. My stomach betrayed me, its growl striking more fear in me than the panther’s which came after. Not having the 
moccasin to eat was gonna kill me.
 A twig cracked under one of its paws as it stalked towards me. It knew where I was, my stomach had given me 
away. My only chance was to make it to a shallow part of the river. It wouldn’t follow me there, it would be too slow in 
the water. Judging by sound was dangerous, but it had to have been at least fifty feet from me when I heard another twig 
snap. My stomach began to growl again, updating it to where I was. If I ran, it’d run after me, but at this rate it was going 
to catch me regardless. The sooner I made it to the river the better.
 My eardrums hummed again to the frogs’ song as my feet pounded into the earth, carrying me forward. The cat 
saw me tear past through a gap in one of the trees and let loose another low growl before sprinting towards me. Sticks 
crunched under me and stones warped my path. My feet were screaming for me to stop but I didn’t listen. My heartbeat 
pounded in my ears to the beat of my feet, giving tempo to the frogs in my ears. The machete was clenched in my right 
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fist as my arms pumped at my side. The panther was gaining on me. Its long, powerful 
strides were closing the gap, and the thought made me sprint even faster. The paws 
crushed everything under them, their thumps making my heart drum even faster. I 
could hear water crashing on rocks in front of  me. I was close to the river.
 The sound of  the frogs enveloped the air. It was all I could hear when I felt the 
claws dig into my shoulders. I landed face first into the ground, my arms thrown to 
my side. Hot breath grazed the back of  my neck as razors pierced into my shoulder 
blades. The sight of  momma drowning played in front of  me again as I screamed in 

pain. I needed to get to Him. I had to save momma. I couldn’t die here. The panther lifted its left paw and swatted my 
side. I tumbled a few feet. My ankle twisted and gashes opened across my back where the right claws caught my flesh and 
tore my shirt. Cats always play with their catch, and this gave me a chance. The machete was still in my hand when the 
panther pinned me, and I didn’t let go. I glanced up to see panther bounding towards me, ready to pin me down and tear 
my throat. It pounced and as it was in the air, I lifted my right arm. The panther landed on the blade, driving it through its 
own chest and into its heart. The frogs screamed in my ear as blood ran down the handle and onto my hand. The weight 
of  the corpse pushed my arm back down as it let out a last, pained cry. The body of  the cat rested on top of  me, my back 
pressing into the dirt as its gashes ignited with hellfire.
 When I shoved the panther off me and got to my feet, it was hard to stand. I pulled the blade out of  the cat’s chest 
and limped towards the river. My progress was slow as blood trickled down the remnants of  the claws on my back and my 
ankle buckled under my weight. The river wasn’t as close as I thought, I’d underestimated it in my panic. When I’d finally 
made it to the bank, I collapsed. Frogs filled my ears, my eardrums almost exploding with their cries until tears ran down 
my face. I curled my body tightly and screamed, and when the cry had burned through my lungs, I didn’t hear the frogs 
anymore.
 I relaxed and looked up in confusion to see a campfire just across the river. I stood and looked around. I saw the 
river had forked, forming a crossroads of  water that encircled the land in front of  me. The fire across the water called me, 
inviting me to come closer and rest. I’d made it to the heart of  the swamp.
 The pain across my body numbed as I stepped into the water. As I descended, my feet never left the riverbed. 
Overwhelmed with an impenetrable calm, I didn’t panic even as the water came up to my eyes. I 
kept walking. The water perfectly covered me for a single step, engulfing me in the calm stream. 
The next step began the incline, and my head broke the water’s surface again. When I’d made it 
across the river, I felt no pain. My ankle left me with no limp, and my back had closed the wounds of  
the panther’s claws. Even the machete was clean of  blood, purified by the river.
 Water dripped off me, landing on the dry earth as I approached the clearing with the 
campfire in its center. Two logs surrounded the fire on either side. I sat on the one nearest to me and 
warmed myself  by the crackling flames. As my temperature rose, I noticed the swamp had grown 
silent once more.
 When the water behind me broke, I turned to see what had caused it. My eyes landed on a 
man walking out from the water, just as I had. His eyes locked with mine for a moment, and the malice in them petrified 
me. I felt my guts warm and start to boil, and I whipped my head back to focus on the fire and avert his gaze. He crossed 
beside me, and in the side of  my vision I saw that no water dripped off him. He sat down across from me on the matching 
log across the fire, staring at me.
 The silence went unpierced as the fire crackled between us, and past it I could make out parts of  his face. 
Everything was sharp. His jawline and his nose both had distinct edges. He had thin, slit eyes burning with the intensity 
from before as the fire gave his skin a red hue. An old suit clung to his frame, highlighting that the sharpness of  his face 
went beyond to his entire body. I didn’t have the courage to speak first, so we sat in silence for a while.
 “Silent type?” His voice was gravelly, almost soft, but laced with venom. When it cut across my ears, I knew who 
He was. “Don’t worry, I know why you’re here,” He spit out when I failed to answer, “I can smell the sin dripping off you 
like water. Your cup runneth over, child.”
 “I want my momma back.” The words had escaped me before I even realized I said them, compelled out of  me.
 “You don’t think I know that?” He cracked.
 “Then let’s make a deal,” I replied after a moment, “Bring her back, or send me back and let me save her. I’ll give 
you anything.” My volume rose with each word, pleading with Him as my voice tried not to break.
 He scoffed as he replied, “It don’t work like that, child. I would’ve made you an offer if  it did.” My heart sunk as 
the words slithered from between his lips. His eyes continued to stare into me, His gaze never breaking. He spoke again 



before I could reply, “I know your momma said I make deals, that I was kind and I make miracles happen. Your momma 
was a fool.”
 The warmth inside me boiled into anger, my muscles tensing as my voice firmed, “Don’t you say that about my 
momma.” My eyes locked with His, my spite rising to meet His intensity. “I want her back, dammit. I know you can fix 
this, and you’re going to.”
 “You got quite the nerve, coming and looking for me, and threatening me.” His voice was even but loud. Its 
intensity exceeded that of  His eyes, and the fire roared for a moment before settling back down. “I’ll explain this once, 
child,” His voice was still firm, but had calmed with the flames, “There ain’t no bargaining this one out. I ain’t raising the 
dead, that ain’t my style. I ain’t sending you back, either. All water returns to the ocean, no matter what stream you put it 
in.”
 “When your momma made the deal to have you, she was as desperate as they come. I couldn’t take away the 
circumstances that brought her to me, but I did give her opportunity. We struck a deal and I told her I’d take my claim 
when I was ready. She prayed and tried to appease me, but that ain’t what I wanted. Took me a couple tries, but I got what 
was mine. The deal’s done. I ain’t taking it back, and you can’t change it, now get over it.”
 He hissed out those words, and the intensity in his eyes struck hopelessness into me. I couldn’t get momma back. 
Silence fell over us again, the only sound being the fire softly crackling between us. All I’d been through was for nothing. 
There wasn’t a deal I could make to make things better, and I couldn’t go back and fix it. Tears welled in my eyes as I 
realized momma was gone.
 He sat and watched me cry until I couldn’t cry anymore. All the while, the fire dwindled down and burned away 
until only the embers gave the faintest glow. I couldn’t see Him, but I heard him speak, “Go on home, child.” His voice 
was soft, almost a whisper, “Dying in this swamp ain’t gonna fix anything.” The embers dwindled and died as the hushed 
words left his lips, leaving me alone in the darkness
 I wiped the tears away, my eyes stinging. After the last of  my tears dried, the sounds of  the swamp returned and 
thrummed in my body. Crickets and cicadas chirped all around me and birds cried in the trees, but above all the sounds I 
heard the frogs’ song. The soft croaks settled in my mind and matched the beat of  my heart. Their cries came from behind 
me, from the way I’d come, calling me back home.
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Pinwheel Emblem Quilt // M.E.H.
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A Week
Mya Sedwick

monday, we meet
in theater class
You wear eyeliner and cuff Your jeans
definitely too cool for Me
tuesday, it’s second semester
english class
laughing a little too loud
wednesday, there is a t.v. show We both like
now We speak in quotes 
our own sort of  language
thursday, You take the cream part of  the oreo 
I like the cookie
friday, We become ‘platonic soulmates’
far less cliché than ‘best friends forever’
saturday, it’s three years later
florida is much too hot
the mountains scream for You
but Your mother screamed at You
so You’re in florida
it’s much too hot there
I’m glad You’ve found Someone
that makes the heat bearable
maybe He’s the one
or more likely, He’s not
and You’re lonely
florida is much too hot
but His love comes with a chill
love is not supposed to be cold
saturday was never ending
then sunday came
sunday, You take Him back
over and over
again 
We’ve made it this far
but
this week 
may do us in
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All the Stars Grow Bright

I see you gazing at the glowing canopy of  night,
Your eyes bright with wonder.
Constellations dance before you like sprites
Illuminating a deep and endless imagination.
Timeless and still, you sit enraptured by the spheres of  heat and fire
Hanging in the galaxy.

Day and night, your eyes are fixed ever upward
To all that is Beautiful, all that is Good.
Every fiber of  your being
Longs to live
Where the sky meets eternity, and sunlight echoes
At first blush.

My child,
Reach up into the sky and find yourself
Among the stars.
Let the hopes and dreams within you blaze like wildfire —
Hold fast to that hunger which sets your soul alight.

For the days will pass until again
You gaze into the darkness,
And feel as though the world
Will never shine again.

But just as your spark fades to ember
In the vast expanse,
You’ll find a budding dreamer staring skyward
And see the light that you once had
Burn radiant in her eyes.

There is no joy like that peace within the silence
As the sky begins to glow
For the one whose universe is unfolding.

For there, in the quiet hour of  midnight,
A still, pure hope illuminates the darkness.
In that moment, as she sits enraptured before you,
The world again is right.

Then we remember just how far
The light can take us
As we shift our gaze once more
Upon the starry sky.
It’s then we find our childlike wonder
And all the stars grow bright.

Alexandra Saputo
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A flowered gondola will carry us
Away and down your shoulders
Flowing down the golden river in your hair

We’ll row straight into the sun
And we’ll burn up into smolders 
To be cast like flaming raindrops everywhere

So lit by neon lights and lampposts 
We’ll dance across the roads turned rivers
And leave the gondola on shorelines here or there

And the wonder of  the nighttime
Censors all the drunken singers
The sober choirs stop so they can stare

Now I see strangers on the moon
Playing mandolins and guitars
Towards the soldiers on the earth trembling with fear

Singing out the greatest story
For all the listening stars
While we all drink our fill of  gin and beer. 

The Lottery
Jack Heerema

Duomo // Abigail Stallings 
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About Us
Ramifications is a 32-page arts and literary magazine. We 
showcase student talent through our publication and strive 

to reflect the Berry community through our selections. 
We have been publishing our magazine for over 50 years, 
including genres such as poetry, fiction, non-fiction, essays, 
musical compositions, drama, and all types of  visual art.

All submissions are compiled into one anonymous word 
document and given to staff members to vote on. Staff 

will vote on a scale of  1 to 5 and submit their scores to the 
Editor-in-Chief. From there, the Editor-in-Chief  tallies 

the votes and presents them to the staff during a selection 
meeting. The highest voted pieces are discussed and final 

selections are made. 

Editor-in-Chief  's Note

This year continues to be one that none of  us expected. 
But through all the chaos, I find myself  so thankful for this 
team, who have continuously remained flexible, commited, 
and optimistic. Additionally, I am so thankful for the Berry 
community and our chapter of  Sigma Tau Delta for sharing 
their work with us. We recieved more submissions this 
semester than we did before the campus closed last spring, 
and we had so many wonderful works of  art and writing that 
we wished we had more pages in our magazine. I’m so proud 
of  our contributors—including those we weren’t able to 
publish this time—for staying creative and using their voice 
through art. Ramifications genuinely would not be what it is 
without all of  you. 

— Shannon Rainey *
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